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‘THIS IS
THE REAL
NATIONALIST
JNU’

M JAGADESH KUMAR, Vice Chancellor, JNU

OVER A YEAR AFTER ITS CAMPUS WAS ROCKED BY THE SEDITION ROW, JNU BECAME THE
COUNTRY’S FIRST UNIVERSITY TO HAVE A ‘WALL OF HEROES’ TO PAY TRIBUTE TO WAR HEROES.
THE JNU VC SAID THAT THIS WAS ‘THE KIND OF NATIONALISM THAT IS WELCOME
AT THE UNIVERSITY’
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Priyanka and Dwayne
lock horns in Baywatch
riyanka Chopra makes bad look good
as she turns villainous in the highly anticipated summer release, Baywatch. The actress will play the couture-loving, delectably mean Victoria Leeds in the
latest installment of the franchise.
She goes up against a devoted group of
lifeguards led by Dwayne Johnson. While
the role was initially written for a male character, director Seth Gordon decided to rewrite
it after meeting PeeCee.
“We needed a talented actress who commands respect and radiates sultry sexiness,
and Priyanka nailed it. She is ambitious,
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incredibly smart and very self-aware, so we
were really lucky to have her. She is Victoria in real life too, but minus the evilness,”
says Dwayne.
On her part, the actress loved playing Victoria. She says, “I love the fact that Victoria
is such a departure from everyone else. Her
absurdity is so much fun. She’s a driven
woman in a man’s world. She isn’t afraid of
going toe to toe with Dwayne’s character.”
Baywatch, presented by Paramount
Pictures and exclusively distributed in
India by Viacom18 Motion Pictures,
releases in India on June 2.

Everything is fair in love, even lying!
ig or small, lies are lies! So,
what happens when you get
entangled in a web of lies?
That is exactly the situation that
Jaiveer Chopra, the protagonist of
Sony SAB’s new show, Sajjan Re Phir
Jhooth Mat Bolo, faces.
Hussain Kuwajerwala will play
Jaiveer, thus ending his eight-year-long
absence from TV. The show will premiere tonight, and will air every Monday to Friday at 9pm on SAB TV.
Talking about his return to television, Hussain says, “I was looking for
something light-hearted and fun. Also,
I play a guy who lies to win his girlfriend’s heart. The character attracted me because I am a very bad liar.
Also, I am not rich like Jaiveer.”
The story revolves around the super-rich Chopra clan, which includes
Paramveer (Tiku Talsania), his son
Jaiveer and daughter Jenice (Urmila
Tiwari). Jaiveer falls in love with a
simple, middle-class girl, Jaya (Parvati
Vaze). Jaiveer is taken aback when she
tells him that she and her family, es-
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Actor mehnat se star banta hai, Utkarsh
will earn his stardom: Anil Sharma
Dabboo Ratnani

Utkarsh
as Jeete
in Gadar –
Ek Prem
Katha

et another industry ‘kid’
is gearing up to enter Anil Sharma
Bollywood. Filmmaker
Anil Sharma’s son Utkarsh Sharma will make his debut with
the romantic entertainer, Genius. The movie, launched yesterday on Utkarsh’s birthday, is directed by Anil, who has earlier
helmed films like Hukumat (1987), Gadar – Ek Prem Katha (2001)
and Hero – Love Story Of A Spy (2003). In an exclusive chat with
us, the filmmaker said, “Utkarsh was loved as Jeete (Sunny Deol
and Ameesha Patel’s son in Gadar). When the film plays on satellite TV today, people praise him. He’s grown up now, has trained
in a film school and I’m proud to present him as a new actor to
the world.” Here’s a peek into the conversation:
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It’s been a while since you announced your son’s
launch…

Utkarsh Sharma

Yes, I started scripting it in 2015. Genius is an entertaining and
intelligent love story and so, we didn’t want any buffoonery in
it. ‘Dil ki ladaai dimaag se’ is the tagline of the movie. I hope
people who loved him as Jeete in Gadar will love him in Genius
as well.
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SONAM
BLUSHES,
SHRUTI EXUDES
OOMPH AT
CANNES
Sonam Kapoor, who rarely
disappoints with her
sartorial choices, rocked
a blush-coloured number
on Day 5 at the Cannes
Film Festival. Another
actress to make her
presence felt was Shruti
Haasan who opted for a
racy black dress

(L-R) Sharad Ponkshe, Parvati
Vaze, Hussain Kuwajerwala
and Tiku Talsania in the show
pecially her dad Lalitrao Lonkhande
(Sharad Ponkshe), detest the rich. In
order to marry Jaya, he then creates
a fake poor family out of the Chopras.
And thus starts the comical journey

of hits and misses.
Neeraj Vyas, senior EVP & Head,
Channel SAB and MAX cluster of
channels, said, “We are presenting a
fresh take on situational comedy aris-

ing simply due to the vice of ‘lying’.
The first season, Sajjan Re Jhooth Mat
Bolo, resonated well with our audience
and we hope they love the new version
even more.”

